Art No. 3156 Wonder Clip 50pcs

*Left Side is Genuine, and right side is counterfeit*

<Front>

- Size, Description, Layout are exactly the same
- Color of Counterfeit is a little bit somber. Especially, header on genuine is sharp green, whereas counterfeit one is yellowish green
- Font of package is subtly different

<Back>

- Backside of counterfeit has POS labels whereas backside of genuine doesn't. Description on the back side is exactly the same
• Bottom part of package is also exactly the same such as manufacture's name and distributor's name

• Genuine one has explanation of product's benefits in 4 languages, but counterfeit one doesn't have any explanation.
<Case>

- Counterfeit one is a little bit dull compared to genuine one.

<Product; Upper>

- Counterfeit has burr on the edge of upper body
- Spring for Genuine is rounded, and spring for counterfeit is more angular
- There is a seal on back side of upper body as "CLOVER" and "Clover Logo," but the seal counterfeit one is sloppy

<Product; Bottom>

- Counterfeit has burr on the edge of lower body
- Both products have the "JAPAN" seal, but the one on counterfeit is sloppy
- From side view, genuine one has flat surface on upper body, but counterfeit spring comes out from upper body
- Counterfeit one is a little bit thinner on lower body than genuine one